
Department of Transportation Looking Into
Disabling Cars At-Will
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Biden’s Department of Transportation (DOT) has started the process of implementing a
device mandate in all new cars that would spy on driving and have the ability to disable
cars. Mandating a kill switch in vehicles would be the death of automobile and travel
autonomy.
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Griffin reveals the shocking truth about how crises benefit the elite, the hidden agenda
behind the erosion of the dollar, and the unsettling reset reshaping our world. Griffin
explains the role of individualism over collectivism in defeating tyranny.
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Albedo aims to image objects as small as four inches. The technology became possible in
2018 when theTrump administration relaxed the regulations that govern civil satellite
resolution. Albedo Space was criticized for being a “giant camera in the sky for any
government to use at any time without our knowledge.”
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Julian Assange!
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Assange said that all wars are based on lies promoted by the media that he called “War
by Media.” He stated that while politicians and soldiers are war criminals, journalists
who promote war lies are also war criminals. Our reality is constructed by liars.
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Criticism of mRNA shots, when deemed obligatory or recommended by the state, could
result in up to 3 years of imprisonment or a fine of 45,000 euros. The new law aims to
chill public discourse, silence doctors, and to discourage whistleblowers who may have
valid concerns about mRNA technology or other treatments.
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Republicans Matt Gaetz and Andy Ogles accused Representative Turner of having ulterior
motives for issuing his ‘warning’ and creating fear. They cited the battle over both
funding for Ukraine and Israel and a bill to reauthorize the nation’s warrantless spy
powers.
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Mr. Griffin said that cancer is directly related to diet and a deficiency of amygdalin
that can be supplemented. He also answered questions and explained the strategy of
controlled opposition. 
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The beheading of 40 Jewish babies and mass rape, among other atrocity propaganda
stories, have recently been debunked. This proposed law is a threat against journalists
from Haaretz and other Israeli news organizations that debunked much of the atrocity
propaganda Israel put out after Oct 7.
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Code Pink wrote: “Joshua Schulte has been sentenced to 40 years in prison. There have
been no consequences for those at the CIA whose cyber hacking efforts he revealed. This
is a vicious attempt to intimidate whistleblowers from informing the public about our
government’s crimes.”
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The FBI, US Treasury, and Joe Biden have now weaponized Americans’ own banks against
ordinary citizens, ordering them to search and flag people for things like reading
religious texts (like the Bible) or having MAGA in the description of payments.
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Gov. Abbott declared an invasion under Article I, § 10, Clause 3 to invoke Texas’s
constitutional authority to defend and protect itself. He said that authority is the
supreme law of the land and supersedes any federal statutes to the contrary, Democrats
are urging Biden to seize control over the Texas National Guard.
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The Texas National Guard  defied the Supreme Court’s order allowing the Biden regime to
cut and remove razor wire installed along the southern border and installed more razor
wire. Critics have suggested the Supreme Court Justices have been threatened, bribed and
extorted.


